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By Gwendolyn Souter 
 

S now days are great, but what 
leads up to them? Who makes 

the decisions? Is there a specific 
reason we have snow days instead 
of just delays? After interviewing Mr. 
Crandall, Silver Creek Superinten-
dent, all of these questions and 
more have been answered.  
     Mr. Crandall uses many things to 
help determine snow days. When it 
comes to road conditions, he will 

contact the head of transportation, 
Mrs. Turner, to check what kind of 
conditions the buses will be driving 
in. Another thing he does is checks 
the news and weather channels to 
see what kind of weather is coming. 
He not only looks at the news, but 
checks the highway cameras and 
looks at the radar. He will also con-
tact the teachers that live far away 
to see if they can make it.  
—Continued as “Snow Days” on 
page 2—  

How are Snow Days Determined? 

 Hybrid students work in Mr. Graf’s social studies classroom in November.  Photo by staff. 

Photo by Caden Fote. 
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—continued from page 1— Other school dis-
tricts also play a part; he will check with them 
to hear their opinions. When making decisions 
he will check with the head of building   and 
grounds, Mr.  Pound, to make sure that every-
thing is running fine in and 
around the school building. 
Sometimes he will contact the 
sheriffs and the Town of Hano-
ver.  Temperature will also affect 
his decision; if it is too cold, he 
will cancel or delay especially for 
the little kids that ride the bus.  
     When making the decision be-
tween a delay or an snow day, 
Mr. Crandall looks for a few differ-
ent things. One thing he will do is check the 
weather to see if the snow will stop at some 
point. If it is going to stop early, he will delay.  
He noted that part of making it a delay instead 
of a snow day allows more sunlight for travel-
ing into school. Sunlight provides a few things: 
people can see what is going on outside, and it 
gives the people who wait for the bus a little 
more light and heat while waiting in the snow. 
Another thing that delays allow is for the roads 
and parking lots to be plowed and it gives peo-
ple time to clean off their cars. Also, the ice on 

roads can get salted. After Mr. Crandall de-
cides whether he will delay for a few hours or 
cancel and make it a snow day, he will usually 
send out the call from around 5:30 to 6am.   
     Even though the students and teachers 

stay home, not everybody else 
does. Non-teaching staff members 
are expected to come to school, 
but they usually get an emergency 
day that they can use. However, 
even though the staff has to come 
in they can come in later than usu-
al. Mr. Crandall also comes into 
school in case anyone needs help.  
He said it is usually a calmer day 
in the building on these days.   

    Students, do you know many superstitions 
and tricks to encourage a snow day?  There 
are many ways to increase the chance of a 
snow day, including the famous ice cube 
flushed down the toilet, but here are a few 
more to help. Wear your pajamas backwards, 
inside out, or both. Put a spoon under your pil-
low. Add a purple crayon to the window-
sill.  Tape a paper snowflake to the window. 
Please note that none of these are scientifical-
ly proven to work, so use at your own risk.  

Snow Days: Delay or Cancel? Many Factors in Decision 

Mr., Mrs., or Mx.?: Using Gendered Pronouns and Titles 
By Gwendolyn Souter and Lilli-
an Denisco 
 

M rs., Ms., Mr., Ma'am. Sir, 
girl, boy, man, woman. 

But what about everybody in 
between? What about the peo-
ple that don't necessarily iden-
tify as any of those?  
    Some of those people pre-
fer to use different pronouns. 
An example of a pronoun is 
she/her, he/him or they/them. 
Some people that use different 
pronouns or don't identify as a 
gender are commonly mis-
gendered. Being misgendered 

is a common thing in today’s 
world, and there are a lot of 
things that we can do to help 
put a stop to that.  
    There are some alternatives 
to randomly assuming 
someone’s gender just by their 
appearance. If you are ap-
proaching them, you could go 
with a regular, "excuse me.” 
This would also work if you are 
trying to get their attention, are 
asking a question, or if you are 
addressing them without nec-
essarily talking to them. For 
example, you are comple-
menting them on something to 

your friend without talking di-
rectly to them you could say, 
"Wow, they have an awesome 
hairstyle." 
    Let’s say for example you 
work at a store, and you wel-
come people at the entrance. 
Instead of saying, "Good 
morning Mrs. (or Mr. or Ms.),” 
you could say," Good morning 
Mx."  Mx is pronounced (mih-
ks) and sounds a lot like the 
verb "mix".  
 
     —Continued as 
“Pronouns” on page 6—  
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By Tyler Januchowski and Michael Dispenza  
  

S o, if you remember in our last issue the 
article about Twitch, there might be people 

that want to start YouTube instead. Well all I 
got to say is that it takes a lot more time to 
make a YT video than a Twitch stream. But if 
you want to start YT, you have come to the 
right place because I happen to do YT as 
well.  
    Hi. I’m Tyler or on YT, I’m Icon on a YT 
team channel called Sponge gaming, (Don’t 
judge the name), and today, I will tell you how 
to start a YouTube account.  
    Well first, you need to be 13 to do YT. If you 
aren’t 13, then you will have to wait until you’re 
13 to make YT vids.  
    The second thing you will need is a record-
ing software. I use my streams to make my YT 
vids. Then, I screen record parts of the 
streams I want. After that is done, I go 
to the iMovie app on my phone to trim the vid-
eos into one big video. Then I put it in my pho-
tos and upload it to YT. It takes around an 
hour or two to upload to my photos and then 
upload to YT. All I needed was my XBox and 
my phone. But if you want to make your videos 
better, then I would get a PC to record videos 
and to have editing software. If you want to 
make a great edited YT vid, it will take a cou-
ple hours of hard work to make it look good. I 
will pass it on to Michael to tell you more.   
  
    Thanks Tyler, Hi my name is Michael. I'm 
also a YouTuber, there are several ways to 
make a YouTube video. You can record the 
video in YouTube itself by going to your chan-

nel and tapping the camera with a plus sign in 
it. Or, you can record it on a mobile device and 
then upload it to YouTube. I'm going to tell you 
how I make my YouTube videos now. Most of 
my videos are on my phone, so I have an app 
that makes a screen recording what I'm doing. 
The hardest thing about this tactic is that you 
need to find the right screen recording app. If 
you have a PC, you can upload a video to your 
computing and download an editing software 
like Tyler said earlier. When starting YouTube, 
you may want to make a video talking about 
your while playing a game or just sitting in 
front of the camera. You may also need an in-
tro like all the big YouTubers. Now let's talk 
about editing. The editing will require focus, 
patience, and effort. The editing will take a 
couple hours or more; the upload will take the 
same amount or even more. I would real-
ly appreciate if you would check out Tyler on 
YT and Twitch.  
  
    I heard that there were people that want to 
learn. Both Michael and I are willing to 
teach you people about YT and Twitch. So if 
you guys or girls want to learn, or just have 
any questions, just ask ether Michael or me. 

So You Want to be a YouTuber: Follow These Steps 

National Junior  Honor Society 
 

Please join Silver Creek Middle School in congratu-

lating the National Junior Honor Society inductees 

on their hard work and achieving the honor of being 

selected.    

Karissa  Buchanan 

Jonathan Castle  

Michael Dispenza  

Dylan Franklin  

Alexander Karnes  

Makayla Kelly  

Cameron Ingram  

Bennett Pomroy  

Olivia Watkins  

Kaden Weeks  
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PowerBeats Pro In-Ear True Headphones are Great Purchase 
 
By Caden Fote 
 

W hen looking for a pair of earbuds, Powerbeats Pro by 
Dr.Dre are powered with an Apple charger and comes 

with a black version of the charger. They come with four pairs 
of gels and a gel case. They pair easily with Apple devices, but 
you need the free Beats app to pair with an Android device. I 
personally think the Beats Powerbeats Pro Bluetooth Wireless 
In-Ear True Headphones are the best headphones of 2020. 
They come highly rated on Google. 
    These earbuds have great sound quality and have the play/
pause/skip +volume up and down all on the headphones, so 
you don’t need to pull out your phone. All in all, these are great 
headphones and are completely wireless. 

By Tyler  Januchowski 
 

I  have personally watched these animes, so if 
I like them, you might like them too. The first 

anime I recommend if you like a little drama is 
Rascal Does Not Dream of Bunny Girl Senpai. 
It’s a small anime that only has 13 episodes 
and a movie. If you have seen the clip Mai Sa-
kurajima saving Sakuta Azusagawa from a car 
hit on tiktok, then unless its in the movie, that 
doesn’t happen. It’s where Sakuta Azusagawa 
finds a senpai named Mai Sakurajima wearing 
a bunny suit in a library trying to get people’s 
attention. But it is invisible to almost everyone 
except Sakuta Azusagawa, the main charac-
ter. Sakuta Azusagawa and his sister named 
Kaede Azusagawa. Kaede has a condition 
that she forgot everything when she was 13. 
And that’s mainly all that happens in the first 
episode. The ending is a bit sad, so warning if 
you watch it. I give this anime an 8/10. You 
can watch it on Hulu, Crunchy Roll, and may-
be Netflix. Crunchy Roll is a free anime app 
that you don’t need to pay for, but there are 
ads.  
    Another recommended anime is The Prom-
ise Neverland or TPN. The second season is 
currently coming out, but we are mainly talking 

about the first season. TPN is another short 
anime with 12 episodes and it’s an action, 
small horror anime. This is such a great 
anime, so I highly recommend this anime. I will 
only talk about the first episode. The main 
characters here is Emma, Norman, and Ray. 
Emma is the athletic girl. Norman is the smart 
and planner kid. Ray is the kid that knows. If 
you don’t know what I’m talking about, go 
watch the anime. So, they live in a house with 
a mom and 33 other children. They get tested 
to see how smart they all are and of course 
the main characters get them all correct. No, 
they are not like 2+2. It’s like algebra ques-
tions but they only get 10 seconds to answer 
them all. So there is a kid named Conny that is 
6 years old that “finds a family” to go to so she 
can live life. Everyone is sad that she has to 
go but she leaves her stuffed bunny behind. 
So Emma and Norman decided that they well 
give it back to her. They go to the gate that 
they are not allowed to go around. And I’m not 
going to say more because then this article will 
take forever to read. I rate this anime a 10/10 
for season 1. Go watch the anime at Hulu, 
Netflix, Crunchy Roll, and Funimation. Funi-
mation is an anime app that you will have to 
pay monthly, like Hulu and Netflix.  

Anime of the Month: What to Watch 
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WWE Mid-Winter Review 

Check these Books Out in Our Library

By Caden Foote 
 
WWE Network Switching to Peacock in March 
 
All WWE Network subscribers please be advised that 
as of March 18th, the WWE Network will no longer be 
available as a stand alone app. You will need to pur-
chase NBC Peacock. Also Peacock is not available on 
Amazon Fire stick due to recent arguments between the 
two companies so, you will need to add the app to your 
tv apps or other non-Amazon products. I really don’t 
know why they would do this because Peacock is only 
$4.99 per month while WWE Network is $9.99 per 
month, also on top of Peacock being cheaper, you get 
all of the NBC shows. All in all, I think Vince McMahon 
wasn’t paying attention when he signed that contract 
and all I can say is I wish the best for the company and I 
hope they don’t go bankrupt because of this decision. 

 

WWE TLC Results – December 20, 2020 

Big E, Daniel Bryan, Otis, & Chad Gable de-
feat Sami Zayn, King Corbin, Cesaro & 
Shinsuke Nakamura 

 

 

 

 

 

WWE Royal Rumble Results – January 31, 2021 

WWE Woman’s Tag Team Titles: Nia Jax & Sha-
na Baszler def. Charlotte Flair & Asuka via pin-
fall to win the titles 

WWE Championship: Drew McIntyre def. Gold-
berg via pinfall to retain 

WWE Smackdown Woman’s Title: Sasha Banks 
def. Carmella via submission 

Woman’s Royal Rumble Match: Bianca Belair 
wins from #3 with 4 eliminations, lasted 56:49 

WWE Universal Title Last Man Standing: Roman 
Reigns def. Kevin Owens via ten count to retain 

Men’s Royal Rumble Match: Edge wins from #1 
with 3 eliminations, lasted 58:28 

 

John Morison def. Ricochet, Mustafa Ali, & Elias 
to be added to the U.S. title match 

SD Elimination Chamber for an instant chance 
at the Universal title: Daniel Bryan def. Kevin 
Owens, Jey Uso, Sami Zayn, King Corbin, and 
Cesaro 

Universal Title: Roman Reigns def. Danial Brian 
via knockout to retain 

Woman’s Tag Titles: Nia Jax & Shana Baszler 
def. Sasha Banks & Bianca Belair to retain 

U.S. Title: Riddle def. John Morison and Bobby 
Lashley to win the title 

Raw Elimination Chamber WWE Title: Drew 
McIntyre def. Randy Orton, Shamus, Kofi King-
ston, AJ Styles, and Jeff Hardy to retain 

Bobby Lashley attacks Drew McIntyre 
and then The Miz comes out to cash 
in the Money In The Bank contract 

WWE Title: The Miz def. Drew McIntyre to win 
the title 
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Meetings are the first and 

third Wednesday of every 

month in room 318    

during after school.  All 

are    welcome to join! 

 

Genshin Impact Recommended for Fantasy Open-World Game 

By Shirley Chen 
 

G enshin Impact is an open-world action role-playing game and is made 
by miHoYo. This game has a fantasy like open-world feel to it, and 

it’s battle system uses elemental magic and character-switching. Genshin 
uses a Gacha game-like system for players to gain new characters, weap-
ons, and others. This game was released for Windows, PlayStation, An-
droid and iOS.  
   The story is about a 
pair of twins who travel 
across the stars and 
visit different worlds ar-
rive in Teyvat, but are 
separated by an un-
known god, who takes 
one and seals away the 
other. Some undis-
closed amount of time 
later, the sealed twin, 
referred to as the 
"Traveler," awakens 
and meets Paimon. The 
pair travel to nearby 
Mondstadt to start their 
search for the missing twin. 
    I love the way miHoYo made this more of a Gacha game, letting you 
grind for artifacts (gear), weapons and character. They also have a manga 
for you to know the background of the characters and places.  
    In my opinion, I would give this game a 4.5/5. The Gacha system is 
very nice, but it’s really hard to grind for stuff. This is a game I would very 
much recommend if you’re into fantasy open-world games. 

Pronouns: Important to Respect Person’s Wishes 
 
—Continued from Page 2— While it is important to use people’s pre-
ferred pronouns, there are pros and cons to it. It can be hard to remem-
ber everyone’s pronouns. It can also be a pain to ask everyone’s pro-
nouns all the time. Also, not everyone has found the pronouns they feel 
best with, so they can be changing, which can be hard in day to day con-
versations. 
    When it comes to someone’s gender identity, it is good to try to pro-
tect it. It may be a bit challenging to start to refer to someone whose pro-
nouns you are unaware of. It also might be hard to normalize they/them 
pronouns or using gender neutral improvisations to things like "Mrs." 
"Ms." and "Mr." No matter what pronouns they use, always at least try to 
get them right. It can be a challenge but everyone deserves to have their 
pronouns respected. 


